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dEaR paddLE spORT FRIENds 
2010 is going to be an interesting year for many of us. The 
course has to be reexamined to be able to compete in a world 
that is getting tougher. 

At times, when crisis, staff cuts and the shift to low-cost countries are the main topics of 
discussion, we consider it important to stick to the basic principles of our company policy 
which brought us to where we are now. With you, our customers, at the centre of our 
attention! We are offering you products which are to a major part produced in Germany or 
Europe. This protects jobs and the continuing existence of our company as well as that of 
some related suppliers. 
We are offering high quality products at fair prices and, of course, quick assistance, if any 
problem should occur. As past experience showed, this concept can, of course, only work 
with you as customers. We are very proud of our still growing customer base of paddlers who 
entrust themselves to our products on the water and spend many happy hours there.

Come aboard! There is something for everyone!
Many happy paddling experiences,

Your Prijon family

In our opinion this is the safest way to fulfill 
our high quality standards or to react quickly, 
if difficulties should occur.  A number of 
accessories, for example the rudders, car 
roof accessories or the boat carts are also 
„made in Germany“. Other articles like 
paddles or spray decks and pack bags are 
from EU partner countries. Short distances 
and continuous contact between us and 
the respective producers guarantee the best 
possible supervision of quality. The haulage 

distances of goods which are produced in 
Germany or Europe are markedly shorter, 
which also drastically reduces energy 
expenditure for transport. Products which 
are produced in Germany are marked with 
the German flag. Products which are „Made 
in Europe“, are marked with the EU flag. 
Maintaining and creating jobs is one of 
our great concerns, we are trying to follow 
a strategy which benefits our suppliers in 
Germany and Europe. 

madE IN GERmaNY
We at Prijon are proud that our HTP boats are still made in 
Germany. This not only applies to the boat hull, but also to 
detachable parts.

Made in Germany
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PURE

material HTP

lenght 259 cm

width 67 cm

weight 18,5 kg

volume 298 l

paddler weight 65 - 85 kg

cockpit L

THE NEw pURE
mOdERN, RELIabLE aNd sTabLE

5-year-warranty
Life-long return, free of charge 

The PURE, developed by our whitewater team 
around  Toni PRIJON and Bernhard Mauracher 
is a modern creeker, developed to successfully 
brace the challenges of steep creeks. Modern 

TEam pRIJON
bERNHaRd maRaUCHER - HELGa UNd amELI LEHNER - JObsT HaHN
LUkas wIELaTT - paTRICE kaIsER - maRCO GEUTER - LaRs dIppON

bERNHaRd
maURaCHER

HELGa + amELI
LEHNER

JObsT
HaHN

The kayak dips very well and what is very 
important, forward and straight up. It is easy 
to do fast turns and reverses due to the slightly 
higher edges.

The sleek bow makes the kayak very fast. It 
only takes a few paddle strokes to bring the 
boat to maximum speed. It is not fazed by 
pressing and pushing water. Its position in the 
water is calm and controlled.

I sat in the boat, adjusted the foot rest and 
ratchet, everything great. Now just out on the 
water and test it. Fantastic...

The PURE is fast, has enough edge and is easy 
to turn. Now I only have to test in white water. 
So far I am very happy with it. The PRIJON 
team has done a competent job.

A brief draw stroke, the boat goes and turns 
where ever I want it to – in any situation! Due 
to its excellent buoyancy qualities, the PURE 
always stays on the surface.

It shoots across holes and back flow without 
losing control. You almost don’t submerge any 
more. There is a standard auto-boof which 
allows lifting the tip of boat across the back 
flow at any time.

design combined with the reliability and 
sturdiness of our excellent HTP-material results 
in a multi-purpose boat.  

Art.No. 101 711

Many paddlers have waited for this. A boat with modern riding 
qualities and the best possible interior equipment. And on top 
of all that almost indestructible! 

dEVELOpmENT

This was no different for our latest idea, the 
PURE. After the first form had been developed 
and the first prototypes built from fibre glass 
and carbon fibre, the team set off to get the 

PURE ready for serial production. The result is 
a modern, thought-through and safe Creeker 
– in our usual Prijon quality.

It is a tradition that we develop our products in close cooperation 
with our team kayakers and developers. This is the only way to 
guarantee a well-devised and sophisticated product.

Busy testing: Toni Prijon.

pUREdEVELOpmENT, TEam

Detailed information in our
Info Centre on page 48.

Team kayaker Bernhard 
Mauracher on his first test ride 
down the Achstürze of the Ötz.
Photo: Peter Lintner

NEW
3D GRIP thigh rests 
with almost endless 
adjustment options .
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HERCULES SOCA CROSS CHOPPER

material HTP HTP HTP HTP

lenght 265 cm 254 cm 247 cm 295 cm

width 65 cm 63 cm 63 cm 63 cm

weight 19,5 kg 17,5 kg 18,5 cm 20 kg

volume 315 l 260 l 255 l 270 l

paddler weight 80 - 110 kg 65 - 85 kg 60 - 80 kg 70 - 100 kg

cockpit L L L L

The kayak is very safe in the water and has 
excellent buoyancy qualities after holes and 
ledges. The HERCULES is surprisingly agile, 
runs well in eddies and boofs effortlessly. 

The hatch provides an easy emergency exit, 
also due to non-existing middle wedges. The 
ideally positioned rim of the cockpit offers 
perfect room for the back. 

Art.No. 101 811

The HERCULES convinces due to its good-natured and controllable 
ways. Above all heavy weights and bigger paddlers will appreciate 
the massive volume and space.

CROss RIVERRUNNER Made in Germany

The CROSS has well established its place on 
powerful creeks. Fast, agile and manageable 
at all times, the CROSS presents itself as a 
good partner of the paddler in all situations. 
One can easily ride it on the edge; it bobs up 
without slipping towards the sides and offers 
high safety reserves with its volume of 255 
liters of light to medium-weight paddlers. 

Art.No. 100 131

CHOppER RIVERRUNNER Made in Germany

The CHOPPER is the ideal kayak for traditional 
paddlers and beginners. The rounded hull with 
the slight keel lines provides a good balance 
between flexibility and speed. High volume 
makes it safe, even in powerful waters. Just 
climb in and paddle away!

Art.No. 100 011

sOCa, CROss, CHOppERHERCULEs

The flat bottom brings a lot of fun on waves. 
These qualities, the generally good-natured 
riding qualities as well as the high-quality 
seating equipment let you become one with 
this super allrounder very quickly.

Art.No. 101 911

sOCa RIVERRUNNER

Whether you are new to the white water sport or if you are a 
„seasoned expert“ on white waters, the allrounder qualities of 
the SOCA will convince you quickly.

It is fast, easy to ride on the edges and roll. 
A lot of volume and the favourable form 
of the front part of the boat promote very 
good buoying up qualities. The overall flat 
profile almost without vertical edges makes 
it easy for the SOCA to cartwheel.

Made in Germany

Loves his frequent encounters with white 
water - Thomas Motz and his HERCULES.

5-year-warranty
Life-long return, free of charge 

5-year-warranty
Life-long return, free of charge 

5-year-warranty
Life-long return, free of charge 

Detailed information in our
Info Centre on page 48.
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MARLIN PRILITEMARLIN

DIE MARLINS
FÜR DIE LANGSTRECKE UND MEHR

MARLIN HTP

Art.Nr. 100 470, € 1469 ,-

Die robuste Variante aus nahezu unzerstörbarem HTP im 
Druckblas-Verfahren hergestellt. 
Felsige Küsten, Kiesstrände und andere 
Hindernisse können ihn nicht bremsen, 
er macht alles mit. Voll ausgestattet mit 

wasserdichten Gepäckräumen, einer Flex-6 
Sitzanlage und diversen Details ist dieses 
Boot für jedes Abenteuer gerüstet.

MARLIN CO MARLIN PRILITE

GFK
Art.Nr. 207 02, € 1550,-
Carbon - Aramid
Art.Nr. 207 04, € 2220,-

Art.Nr. 201 40, € 1509,-

Die edle Version, gefertigt aus Carbon-Aramid oder GFK. Das neueste Mitglied in der MARLIN-Familie! Gefertigt aus 
modernem PriLite . Mit einem Gewicht von ca. 20 kg in der 

Carbon - Version ist das Trocken-Handling 
sehr einfach. Der MARLIN CO ist etwas 
länger und schmäler als die HTP - Version. 
Dadurch erhöht sich die Grundschnelligkeit 

Ein enorm wendiges und dabei sehr 
spurtreues Kajak, das sehr leicht zu kanten ist 
und gleichzeitig eine sehr sichere Wasserlage 
vorweisen kann. Sportliche Seekajaker, die 
auch mit der Welle surfen und dabei immer 
die Kontrolle behalten möchten, werden 

Selbstverständlich wurde auch hier darauf 
geachtet, die Grundkonzeption der MARLIN-
Reihe umzusetzen. In der Form ist er identisch 
mit der laminierten Version, das Cockpit 

nochmals, die Wendigkeit bleibt dennoch 
unverändert erhalten. Das fl ache Cockpit 
sorgt für eine sichere Sitzposition und 
hervorragenden Bootskontakt.

begeistert sein. Sicheres Gleiten geradeaus, 
schnelle Richtungswechsel durch Aufkanten 
des Bootes, alles gelingt sicher und exakt. 
Die sehr komfortable Sitzanlage ist absolut 
langstreckentauglich.

liegt etwas höher. Ein optimales Reiseboot, 
das geringes Gewicht bei vergleichsweise 
hoher Widerstandsfähigkeit bietet.

INFO
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TOURINGTOURING

wHICH bOaT Is THE RIGHT 
ONE FOR mE?

FasT sINGLE kaYaks FOR LakEs, COasT aNd THE sEa

aGILE RIVER TOURING bOaTs 

aLLROUNdERs FOR aLL OCCasIONs

bOaTs FOR bEGINNERs aNd OCCasIONaL paddLERs

The following pages feature a total of 30 of our boat models for 
sea kayaking and paddle tours. Some in different outfittings. In 
order to make the selection easier for you, we have divided the 
boats according to purpose and characteristics.

Long + slim = fast! These boats are relatively 
slim and long. That’s the reason why they 
possess a high base speed and pronounced 
track qualities. Long + slim = wobbly! A slim 
boat keels over more easily than a broader 

These comparably broad kayaks have a 
rounder keel and are therefore easier to 
turn. They are agile and can sometimes 
even be used in easy whitewater. Tracking 

The ideal compromise! These boats are all a 
bit broader, providing a better base stability. 
They also have more or less pronounced keel 
lines and have therefore very good tracking 

These kayaks are very similar to the 
allrounders with regard to boat shape. They 
have good tracking, but can be maneuvered 
well. The essential difference is the technical 
equipment of the boats. There are no 
waterproof storages (except for the Cruiser 

one. For seasoned paddlers this is no 
problem. Beginners, however, should test 
these boats on a calm lake first.

You find fast single kayaks from page 10 …

can be influenced using steering equipment. 
In general these boats are a bit slower on 
open waters. 

River tourers from page 22 ...

qualities. Our allrounders are great for a vast 
range of terrains, from rivers to lakes to calm 
coastal waters.

Allrounders from page 16 …

III) and the seating is also simpler. Therefore 
these boats are very well suited for short 
tours without a lot of luggage or for kayak 
rental.

Kayaks for beginner/occ. paddlers from 
page 24 ...
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You will find detailed information on the boats 
in our information centre from page 50.

To have all important information at 
a glance, you can leave the back flap 
with our info centre folded out while 
browsing through our catalogue. 



The coast of Corsica is considered a paradise for all sea kayakers. Crystal-
clear waters and a rough rocky coast make your heart beat faster.
Photo: James Venimore
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maRLIN pRILITEmaRLIN

MARLIN MARLIN GFK MARLIN CO

material HTP GFK Carbon Aramid

lenght 518 cm 530 cm 530 cm

width 58 cm 58 cm 58 cm

weight 27 kg 21 kg 19,5 kg

volume 332 l 345 l 345 l

capacity 130 kg 140 kg 140 kg

The recommended paddler weight for all MARLINs is 70 - 90 kg. All MARLINs have cockpit 3 with 88 cm.

THE maRLINs
FOR LONGER sTRETCHEs aNd mORE

maRLIN HTp

Art.No. 100 470

The sturdy variety made of almost indestructible HTP 
in a blow-moulding process.
Rocky coasts, pebbly beaches and other 
obstacles won’t stop it, the MARLIN will go 
through thick and thin. Fully equipped with 

watertight storage compartments, a Flex-6-
seating and various details, this boat is ready 
for any adventure. 

Made in Germany

Made in GermanymaRLIN CO maRLIN pRILITE

GFK
Art.No. 207 02
Carbon - Aramid
Art.No. 207 04

Art.No. 201 40

The classy version, made of Carbon-Aramide or GFK. The latest arrival in the MARLIN family! 
Made of modern PriLite .With a weight of approx. 20 kg for the 

Carbon version, the dry handling is very 
simple. The MARLIN CO is a bit longer and 
slimmer than the HTP version. This further 

An enormously agile kayak which at the same 
time has very good tracking. It is easy to ride 
on the edges and has a very safe position 
in the water. Athletic sea kayakers who surf 
the waves, wanting to keep control while 

Needless to say that we also tried to 
implement the basic concept of the MARLIN 
series for this one. The form is identical to 
the laminated version, the cockpit a bit 

increases the base speed, while maintain 
the agility. The flat cockpit provides a safe 
seating position and excellent contact with 
the boat.

doing so, will be enthusiastic. Safe forward 
gliding, fast changes of direction using the 
edges, everything can be done in a safe 
and precise manner. The very comfortable 
seating is absolutely suited for longer tours.

higher. A optimal travelling boat, which 
offers light weight while at the same time 
being very sturdy. 

Made in Europe

MARLIN PRILITE

material PRILITE

lenght 530 cm

width 58 cm

weight 20 kg

volume 345 l

capacity 140 kg

NEw

INFO
You will find detailed information 
on suitability and characteristics in 
our Info Centre on page 51 …

5-year-warranty
Life-long return, free of charge 
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INFO

SEAYAK CATALINA

material HTP HTP

lenght 490 cm 464 cm

width 58 cm 55 cm

weight 28 kg 24 kg

volume 360 l 320 l

capacity 120 kg 100 kg

cockpit 3 1

INFO
You will find detailed information 
on suitability and characteristics in 
our Info Centre on page 51 …
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kOdIaksEaYak, CaTaLINa

KODIAK

material HTP

lenght 518 cm

width 59 cm

weight 28 kg

volume 390 l

capacity 150 kg

cockpit 2

kOdIak, THE bIG ONE
THE IdEaL kaYak FOR LONG sTRETCHEs
wITH LUGGaGE aCROss LaRGE waTERwaYs 

The high volume is also a further safety as-
pect when touring at sea. In the past few 
years the KODIAK has established itself as 
expedition boat around the globe. Several 
Greenland expeditions, the circumnavigation 

The seating can be best adjusted for these 
paddlers. Despite the short length for this 
boating class, the CATALINA is extremely 

of the North American Continent as well as 
the whole coast of Norway are only a small 
selection of tours, during which the KODIAK 
has confirmed its outstanding position as a 
safe and fast sea kayak. 

fast. Seasoned paddlers will appreciate its 
strengths.  

Art.No. 10 140

Art.No. 103 30

kOdIak HTp

CaTaLINa HTp

The KODIAK is fast, safe and offers unique storage space for this 
boating class as well as a very spacious seating hatch which makes it 
especially interesting for larger paddlers. 

Sporty, smaller paddlers, women and teenagers 
are the customers for the CATALINA.

Christian Donoso and his team 
are also using the advantages 
of the KODIAK on their Trans-
Patagonia expedition.

5 Jahre Garantie
Kostenlose Rücknahme - lebenslang

Made in Germany

Hardly any other kayak in the segment can 
be used as universally as the SEAYAK. The 
long, slim shape provides high speed, the 
pronounced knickspant on the hull offers a 
comparably high level of agility, so that you 

can also use the SEAYAK on rivers and lakes 
in an optimal way. Its attractive exterior 
and the complete equipment round off the 
picture of this excellent kayak. 

Art.No. 100 430

sEaYak HTp
For a number of years now, the SEAYAK has been 
the attraction of our fast single kayaks.

Made in Germany

Made in Germany

Cockpitsizes: 1 = 81cm, 2 = 92cm, 3 = 88cm, 4 = 93 cm, 7 = 110 cm, 8 = 62 cm  
    

5-year-warranty
Life-long return, free of charge 
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 T 505pROTEUs, mILLENIUm

PROTEUS PROTEUS MILLENIUM MILLENIUM

material CARBON-ARAMID GFK CARBON-ARAMID GFK

lenght 520 cm 520 cm 505 cm 505 cm

width 57 cm 57 cm 59 cm 59 cm

weight 19,5 kg 21 kg 19 kg 20,5 kg

volume 385 l 385 l 360 l 360 l

max. capacity 140 kg 140 kg 125 kg 125 kg

All kayaks shown here have a cockpit 3 with 88 cm.

T 505

material PRILITE

lenght 505 cm

width 55 cm

weight 22 kg

volume 360 l

max. capacity 115 kg

Two partitions, the PRIJON Deck Box as well 
as a relaxed seating position are the best basis 
for fantastic luggage tours on rivers and lakes. 

This beautiful kayak is a combination of a 
fast sea kayak and an agile single kayak for 
rivers and lakes. On the one hand the long, 
slim, form provides a high level of speed, the 
pronounced knickspant on the lower hull, 
on the other, offers a comparably high mea-

Due to its light weight and the therefore easy 
handling outside the water, the PRILITE T 505 
is ideal for short tours after work.  

sure of agility, so that you will be able to use 
the MILLENIUM also on rivers and lakes in 
an optimum way. An attractive look and the 
complete equipment round off the picture 
of this excellent kayak. 

T 505 pRILITE

mILLENIUm LamINaTE
The PRILITE T 505 is a fast, fully equipped single kayak with knickspant 
which is ideally suited for open waters.The MILLENIUM is the elegant and lighter 

version of our Seayak.

It is designed for long, fast tours in open 
waters and along the coast. Especially 
prominent keel areas at the front and back 
provide for an optimal water line. The safe 

position in the water and a balanced ratio 
between tracking and the ability to maneuver 
makes you feel confident in all areas. 

GFK
Art.No. 20 292
Carbon - Aramid
Art.No. 20 294

GFK
Art.No. 20 692
Carbon - Aramid
Art.No. 20 694,

PriLite T 505
Art.No. 20 110

pROTEUs LamINaTE
Currently the PROTEUS is probably the fastest PRIJON Kayak.

ELEGaNT, FasT kaYaks wITH a LIGHT wEIGHT

Canoe school owner Manfred Eder enjoys best conditions
on his excursion around the Aeolian Islands.

Photo: Alexander Rochau

INFO
You will find detailed information on 
suitability and characteristics in our Info 
Centre on page 51 …

Made in Germany

Made in Europe

Made in Europe
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YUkON k2ExCURsION, pOsEIdON

YUKON K2 SPORT YUKON K2 RELAX

material GFK CARBON-ARAMID GFK CARBON-ARAMID

lenght 546 cm 546 cm 546 cm 546 cm

width 68 cm 68 cm 68 cm 68 cm

weight 29 kg 25 kg 29 kg 25 kg

volume 510 l 510 l 510 l 510 l

max. capacity 235 kg 235 kg 235 kg 235 kg

cockpit 3 3 offen offen

EXCURSION POSEIDON

material HTP HTP

lenght 518 cm 518 cm

width 72 cm 68 cm

weight 37 kg 39 kg

volume 525 l 505 l

max. capacity 260 kg 240 kg

cockpit 2 4

Open variety of the YUKON K2 SPORT 
with a comfortable hatch. The ideal kayak 

The upper part of the boat now has new, 
low weight cockpits. From now on the PRI-
JON Deck Box is also a standard feature. At 
the stern, the keel line has been pulled back-

for cosy paddling tours on calm waters.

wards, which leads to a longer water line. 
This makes the Yukon faster and provides 
better tracking. A great kayak for long tours 
on open waters.

GFK
Art.No. 201 92
Carbon-Aramid
Art.No. 201 94

GFK
Art.No. 205 92
Carbon-Aramid
Art.No. 205 94

YUkON k2 spORT LamINaTE

YUkON k2 RELax LamINaTE

Pronounced keel lines at the bow and stern 
lead to better tracking and higher speed.  
Therefore it is primarily suited for tours in 
open waters and along the coast which 

The broad knickspant and the rounded 
ends let the boat glide easily around narrow 
radiuses, which makes the EXCURSION best 
suited for tours on rivers and lakes. The high 
overall volume means a lot of storage space 

require a boat that keeps on track and has 
easy running abilities. Come and test both 
models and you will soon find your own 
personal favourite!  

and a high level of safety. This is another 
case where our HTP demonstrates its 
superior position. This boat will accompany 
you in all sorts of situations! 

Art.No. 101 70

Art.No. 100 70

pOsEIdON HTp

ExCURsION HTp

Made in Germany

Made in Germany

With the same length, the POSEIDON’s shape is a bit slimmer 
than the Excursion’s.

Wide, agile and safe, the EXCURSION is up to all challenges. For 2010 we have revamped our classic model.

Made in Europe

Made in Europe

INFO
You will find detailed information 
on suitability and characteristics in 
our Info Centre on page 51 …

NEw

Cockpitsizes: 1 = 81cm, 2 = 92cm, 3 = 88cm, 4 = 93 cm, 7 = 110 cm, 8 = 62 cm  
    

5-year-warranty
Life-long return, free of charge 

5-year-warranty
Life-long return, free of charge 
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…  and is having many amusing as well as 
interesting moments.

Photo: Weise
factum-fotojournalismus.de

 

For his book on the river 
Danube, Andreas Weise is 
taking on the long ride along 
Europe’s longest river …

INFO
You will find detailed informa-
tion on suitability and charac-
teristics in our Info Centre on 
page 51 …
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TOURYakCaLabRIa, mOTION

CALABRIA MOTION

material HTP HTP

lenght 448 cm 454 cm

width 64 cm 59 cm

weight 25 kg 27 kg

volume 390 l 340 l

max. capacity 130 kg 110 kg

cockpit 2 3

TOURYAK

material HTP

lenght 470 cm

width 63 cm

weight 28 cm

volume 440 l

max. capacity 150 kg

cockpit 2

The flat, smaller cockpit and a length-width 
ration which is more geared at speed, make 
the MOTION especially interesting for a bit 

sportier and lighter paddlers. Despite the com-
pact length, the MOTION is pleasantly fast. 

Art.No. 100 530

mOTION HTp

Medium and larger paddlers, who wish to go 
on longer tours with luggage, are very well 
suited with the Touryak. very good tracking 

qualities, a safe position in the water and a 
spacious seating area constantly provide the 
feeling of being on top of the situation. 

Art.No. 100 840

TOURYak HTp Made in Germany

Made in Germany

GOOd TRaCkING, saFE aNd EasY TO HaNdLE

INFO
You will find detailed information 
on suitability and characteristics 
in our Info Centre on page 51 …

The tour allrounder CALABRIA has good tra-
cking abilities, is safe and easy to handle. The 
storage at the back is spacious for shorter 
tours with luggage. At the front, a standard 

floater provides safety and the CALABRIA 
also features the convenient, fully adjustable 
Flex-4-seating. 

Art.No. 10 830

CaLabRIa HTp Made in Germany

Cockpitsizes: 1 = 81cm, 2 = 92cm, 3 = 88cm, 4 = 93 cm, 7 = 110 cm, 8 = 62 cm  
    

5-year-warranty
Life-long return, free of charge 

5-year-warranty
Life-long return, free of charge 
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INFO
You will find detailed information 
on suitability and characteristics in 
our Info Centre on page 51 …
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aLbOREa, kIds bOaTs pRILITE T 470

ALBOREA VIPER FLIPPER

GFK CARBON-ARAMID HTP PRILITE

422 cm 422 cm 378 cm 293 cm

60 cm 60 cm 57 cm 56 cm

17 kg 15,5 kg 17 kg 9 kg

289 l 289 l 240 l 210 l

90 kg 90 kg 60 kg 40 kg

3 3 1 8

T 470

material PRILITE

lenght 470 cm

width 60 cm

weight 23 kg

volume 380 l

max. capacity 125 kg

cockpit 3

The Alborea weighs only 17 kg in GFK with a 
length of 422 cm and a width of 60cm. Loa-
ding on the car roof as well as transport to 
the water becomes very easy. A well-balanced 

lower part of the boat with knickspant and 
slight keel lines at the front and back provide 
the ALBOREA with best allrounder qualities 
regarding touring on rivers and lakes.

GFK
Art.No. 209 92
Carbon-Aramid
Art.No. 209 94

aLbOREa

The vIPER makes the small ones big! It is 
especially suited for children, teenagers 
and small adults from 30 to 60 kg and 
a maximum height of 165 cm. A smaller 
seating shell as well as the small and narrow 
cockpit in connection with the thigh rest 

The FLIPPER offers paddling fun for 
your children from the first minute. The 
unrivalled low weight, due to PRILITE, 
enables the kids to playfully move the boat. 

The T 470 is an elegant single allround 
kayak with uncomplicated riding qualities. 
Equipped with two adequate storage 
compartments as well as the Deck Box, 

offer an optimal seating position for small 
paddlers, even on longer tours. Equipped 
with the traditional PRIJON Knickspant, the 
vIPER keeps beautifully to track, but is still 
easy to maneuver. A real PRIJON!

Due to the child-friendly seating position, 
the small paddlers feel safe in the boat at 
all times. 

the T 470 will be a reliable travelling 
companion, even on longer tours. Test this 
boat at one of our numerous test dealers, 
you will be enthusiastic!

Art.No. 100 930

Art.No. 209 90

Art.No. 201 30

VIpER

FLIppER pRILITE

A very nice boat for touring paddlers who are looking for a 
fast kayak for rivers and lakes and do not want to do without 
the weight advantage of PRILITE.

Best suited for smaller adults who are looking for a boat which is 
easy to load and transport, but still runs like a big touring kayak. 

Made in Europe

pRILITE T 470

Made in Germany

Made in Germany

Made in Germany

An evening glide on the smooth 
as glass Lake Staffel.
Photo: Uwe Geißler

Cockpitsizes: 1 = 81cm, 2 = 92cm, 3 = 88cm, 4 = 93 cm, 7 = 110 cm, 8 = 62 cm  
    

5-year-warranty
Life-long return, free of charge 
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INFO
You will find detailed information 
on suitability and characteristics 
in our Info Centre on page 51 …
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LaGUNaYUkON ExpEdITION, C 359

Unforgettable moments for 
Christian Donoso and his team 

during his Antarctica
expedition in 2009.

The keel is not as pronounced as on the lon-
ger touring kayaks, which gives the Laguna 
greater agility. Even a slight use of the edges 
noticeably reduces the curve radius. So it is a 
lot of fun moving the LAGUNA around nar-

The COMBI 359 is a sporty short touring 
single which moves well, even some white 
water up to Class 3. A comfortable seating 

row curves. The weight for the Carbon boat 
is approx.18.5 kg. The handling of this light-
weight is very simple, loading on and off the 
car roof is no longer a problem.

position and enough space for smaller holi-
day luggage make it an ideal kayak for spor-
ty tours on narrow flowing waters.

GFK
Art.No. 20 502
Carbon-Aramid
Art.No. 20 504

with shock-absorber
Art.No. 100 911, € 1169,-
with sledge foot-rest
Art.No. 100 915, € 1086,-

LaGUNa

COmbI 359

This boat successfully mastered many 
extreme expeditions around the globe. 
Christian Donoso also did not want to 
do without the reliability of this boat for 
his Antarctica expedition. The life of the 

participants of the expedition depended 
on the reliability of the boat. The good 
agility and safe position in the water permit 
luggage tours on flowing waters and even 
white water up to class 2.

Art.No. 108 50

YUkON ExpEdITION

LaGUNa
VERY EasY HaNdLING  – aT aNY TImE

LAGUNA

GFK CARBON-ARAMID

455 cm 455 cm

64 cm 64 cm

20 kg 18,5 kg

390 l 390 l

125 kg 125 kg

3 3

YUKON EX COMBI 359 PP COMBI 359 SFS

material HTP HTP HTP

lenght 440 cm 359 cm 359 cm

width 61 cm 63 cm 63 cm

weight 27 kg 24,5 kg 23 kg

volume 460 l 335 l 335 l

max. capacity 150 kg 150 kg 150 kg

cockpit 4 3 3

Made in Europe
Made in Germany

Made in Germany

Superlight single touring kayak laminated in Carbon-Aramide or GFK. 

Based on the YUKON shape, the LAGUNA is predominantly 
suitable for smaller and medium rivers and lakes. 

The bulkhead with shock absorber can be 
continuously adjusted to leg length and gu-
arantees optimum safety.

The sledge foot-rest can be adjusted to 10 
positions. Legs can be stretched out in bet-
ween. Note: This foot-rest is not suitable for 
whitewater.

The slide bar can easily be exchanged for an op-
tional small fin. 
Fin Art.No. 900 30

sHORT sINGLEs – aLsO FOR smaLLER CREEks

Cockpitsizes: 1 = 81cm, 2 = 92cm, 3 = 88cm, 4 = 93 cm, 7 = 110 cm, 8 = 62 cm  
    

5-year-warranty
Life-long return, free of charge 

5-year-warranty
Life-long return, free of charge 
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INFO
You will find detailed information 
on suitability and characteristics in 
our Info Centre on page 51 …
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CRUIsER, II + IIICRUIsER, 320 + 430

A well-priced allrounder for all occasions. 
very manageable and due to enough speed 
also making a good impression on longer 
stretches. 

There have always been requests for a family 
boat which can also accommodate a child or 
teenager. Other paddlers would like to take 
their dog along or wish for more storage 
space for their luggage. For all these custo-
mers we are offering the new CRUISER III as 
a three-seater from March 2010. The middle 
hatch with 81 cm is big enough for teen-
agers or small adults. 

Cruiser with steering 
fittings: with sledge 
footrest

Cruiser without steering 
fittings: with sable-tooth 
footrest 

Unsinkable due to the hard foam core at the 
front Big sealed-off storage at the stern

CRUIsER 430

CRUIsER III

A lot of fun at a short length. Ideal for short 
trips on small rivers and lakes. The compact 
measurements make transport and storage 
easier. 

Due to their light weight and the resulting 
mobility fishing kayaks can be used in more 
flexible and various ways than rowing boats. 
Additional features: a tiltable and pivotable 
rod mounting at the front, which can also 
be removed and two permanent rod holders 
which are integrated in the boat hull behind 
the cockpit. Only available in green and with 
steering fittings. 

Two kayakers on the water in a safe and 
spacious boat. Glide across the water without 
any problems with the CRUISER II. You will 
enjoy it!

NOTE
The storage at the back of the Cruiser 
models 320, 430 and II is not watertight. We 
recommend the use of watertight pack bags. 
The storage of the Cruiser III in the complete 
version is sealed water-tight.

with steering fittings
Art.No. 100 130
without steering fittings
Art.No. 100 120

with steering fittings
Art.No. 100 229
without steering fittings
Art.No. 100 209

with steering fittings
Art.No. 100 230
without steering fittings
Art.No. 100 210

with steering fittings
Art.No. 100 310

with steering fittings
Art.No. 105 135

CRUIsER 320

THE CRUIsER FamILY

CRUIsER 320 aNGLER

CRUIsER II

CRUISER 320 CRUISER 320 A CRUISER 430 CRUISER II CRUISER III

material HTP HTP HTP HTP HTP

lenght 323 cm 323 cm 430 cm 470 cm 518 cm

width 70 cm 70 cm 68 cm 69 cm 70 cm

weight 21 kg 22 kg 23 kg 34 kg 39 kg

volume 370 l 370 l 405 l 510 l 560 l

max. capacity 135 kg 135 kg 140 kg 240 kg 290 kg

cockpit 7 7 7 7 7, 1, 7

Made in Germany

Made in Germany

Made in Germany

Made in Germany

Made in Germany

The very big hatch facilitates getting in and 
out of boat and conveys a very open feeling 
when seated. The big sealed-off storage 

space at the stern and hard foam core at the 
front make all CRUISER models unsinkable.

Great for beginners, occasional paddlers and canoe tourism.
All boats are easy to maneuver and have good tracking.

NEw

Lake Staffel. Photo: Uwe Geißler

Cockpitsizes: 1 = 81cm, 2 = 92cm, 3 = 88cm, 4 = 93 cm, 7 = 110 cm, 8 = 62 cm  
    

5-year-warranty
Life-long return, free of charge 

5-year-warranty
Life-long return, free of charge 
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INFO
You will find detailed information 
on suitability and characteristics in 
our Info Centre on page 51 …
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pIaVECapRI, I + II

The Capri I possesses very good tracking 
qualities, considering its compact measure-
ments. With a form which is overall a bit 
slimmer, it is a sporty alternative to the 
CRUISER boats, especially for smaller and 
lighter paddlers. 

The Capri II is an easy to handle, compact 
two-seater for beginners and occasional 
paddlers. Its pleasant and uncomplicated 
tracking qualities as well as the light weight 
are above all interesting for smaller and 
lighter paddlers. 

The PIAvE strongly resembles the Capri II in 
form and riding qualities. We are offering 
this kayak in GFK or Carbon-Aramide.  The 
PIAvE GFK is approximately 25% lighter, the 
PIAvE CARBON approx. 30% lighter than 
the Capri II made of HTP.
This makes the PIAvE the first choice for 
paddlers who are looking for a lighter and 
easy to handle boat, which can still be stored 
well on a higher car roof. 

Art.No. 10 930

GFK
Art.No. 20 892
Carbon-Aramid
Art.No. 20 894

Art.No. 100 960

CapRI I

CapRI II
pIaVE LamINaT

CAPRI I CAPRI II PIAVE PIAVE

material HTP HTP GFK CARBON-ARAMID

lenght 367 cm 467 cm 466 cm 466 cm

width 62 cm 69 cm 69 cm 69 cm

weight 20 kg 33 kg 24 kg 22 kg

volume 260 l 485 l 460 l 460 l

max. capacity 90 kg 200 kg 200 kg 200 kg

cockpit 2 1, 2 3 3

Made in Germany

Made in Germany

Made in Europe
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Cockpitsizes: 1 = 81cm, 2 = 92cm, 3 = 88cm, 4 = 93 cm, 7 = 110 cm, 8 = 62 cm  
    

5-year-warranty
Life-long return, free of charge 
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INFO
Lenght options (in cm)
215, 220, 225, 230, 240

All paddles also available in left hand control.

INFO
Lenght options (in cm)
WW 190 195 197,5 200 202,5
A 215 220 225 230 240
C 180 185 190 195 200
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TOURING- aNd sEakaYak paddLEswHITEwaTER paddLEs

Sturdy, well-priced beginner paddle. Blade 
made of impact-resistant RIM material. 
Aluminum shaft.

The „BORA“paddle with its beautiful shape 
is a cheaper variety of the new profile 
touring paddles. We are using a dry impact 
resistance polyamide 6 with Uv stabilizers, 
enriched with approx. 35% glass fibre. In 
doing so, we achieve a high level of stiffness, 
while at the same time keeping the impact 
resistance very high. 

Paddle for children and teenagers. Reduced 
blade size with a thinner shaft for a better 
hold for small hands. 

Allround paddle which can be used for 
whitewater and touring. Blade made of 
stroke-resistant RIM material, shaft made of 
anodised aluminum with soft grip.

With a blade area reduced by approximately 
25% and a smaller shaft diameter, compared 
to the BORA paddle, this paddle is especially 
suited for teenagers and small adults. The 
low weight and the small effort needed, 
make it possible to paddle also longer 
stretches without tiring quickly.  Smart take-
apart system not available for the Passat.

Well-priced paddle for free time paddlers 
and children. Plastic blade made of ABS with 
vertical ribs. Aluminum shaft.

Length option WW, approx. 1150g
Art.No. 316 000

approx. 970g
Art.No. 355 000

Lenght option C, approx. 1080g
Art.No. 313 000

Lenght option WW, A, approx. 1130g
Art.No. 311 000
Extra charge for two piece system

No picture:
KOMBINATION GLASS
with glass shaft
Art. Nr. 311 000G

approx. 870g
Art.No. 356 000

Lenght option A,C, approx. 1150g
Art.No. 331 000

Flat, very stiff blade in profile technology 
without inner core. The THUNDER allows 
precise steering and thus optimum of control 
of the boat. 

The COBRA’s design is identical to the 
Thunder’s. Additional indentations in the 
blade increase the pressure, making each 
paddle stroke even more effective!

Length option WW
CARBON, approx. 920g
Art.No. 322 000
GLASS, approx. 1100g
Art.No. 321 000

Lenght option WW
CARBON-ARAMID , approx. 920g
Art.No. 337 000
GLASS, approx. 1100g
Art.No. 336 000

THUNdER

CObRa

High-quality paddle for touring and sea 
kayaks. We make very light and elegant 
paddles from high-quality fibre glass and 
carbon fibre via a lamination process. They 
cut easily through the water, safe energy 
and don’t flutter. 

A unique touring paddle made of fifteen 
layers of material using pressure and heat. 
The blades are light as a feather and very 
thin, yet at the same time as stable as for 
whitewater paddling. The asymmetrical 
blade with stabilizing corrugation guarantees 
effortless and calm strokes. 

CARBON, approx. 820g
Art.No. 318 000
GLASS, approx. 950g
Art.No. 317 000

approx. 850g
Art.No. 383 000

sTREam

C-TOUR pREpREG

RIm kINETIC bORa

RIm bambINO

RIm kOmbINaTION passaT

sUNsHINE
Almost all touring paddles are available 
with Smart Shaft for an extra charge. For 
continuous adjustment of paddle rotation 
and length.

Lengths: 210cm, 220cm und 230cm, each 
paddle can each be continuously adjusted 
by additional 10cm.

Extra charge for Smart Shaft.

smaRT sHaFT

Whether it is lake, sea, calm river 
or the toughest whitewater. 
PRIJON is offering the right 
paddle for every purpose.

Endurance test on 
Greenland‘s icy waters.

Photo: Jean Luc Grossmann

Marco Geuter, TEAM PRIJON
Photo: Peter Lintner



The paddles of the ARDECHE series have been 
especially designed for classic touring purposes. 
The asymmetrical blade shape ensures energy-

efficient and effective strokes. The centre rib 
stabilizes the blade, making strokes smooth and 
flutter-free.

Due to their slim shape, the PACIFIC paddles 
facilitate even strokes while at the same time 
not being very susceptible to wind impact. 

The reduced blade size saves energy on longer 
stretches. 
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paddLEs FOR TOURING aNd sEa kaYakspaddLEs FOR TOURING aNd sEa kaYaks

Take-apart wooden paddle with veneered 
blade and aluminum edge.

very sturdy paddle leash. 25 mm tubular 
strap with integrated rubber cord. Attached 
to paddle with a belt loop with velcro 
closure.

Classic straight-shafted wooden paddle with 
a tapered shaft and diagonally glued blade. 
Aluminum edge. 

Split ring construction, fits any paddle.
Set.

Tough canoeing and rafting paddle. Blade 
made of Impact-tough RIM material. 
Aluminum shaft. 

The paddle float converts the paddle into a 
stabilized boom, making it easier to re-enter 
the kayak. An essential companion when 
venturing into open waters.

approx. 1250g
Lenghts: 210cm, 230cm, 240cm
Art.No. 341 000

Art.No. 90 180
approx. 1050g
Art.No. 354 000

Art.No. 90 182

approx. 890g
Art.No. 352 000 Art.No. 80 330

Superlight touring paddle made of  Carbon- 
Aramide material. Blade with aluminum 
edge. Laminated by hand. 

For those paddlers who love something 
special. Superlight blade made of Carbon-
Aramide material.  Carbon shaft. Hand-
laminated.

Elegant and light touring paddle. Blade 
laminated by hand from glass - Epoxi with 
reinforced edge. Glass shaft with grip 
profile.

Hand-laminated glass-epoxi blade with 
reinforced edge. Glass shaft with oval grip 
profile.

Well-priced beginner paddle. Blade made of 
impact-resistant RIM material.
Aluminum shaft.

Well-priced beginner paddle. Blade made of 
impact-resistant RIM material.
Aluminum shaft.

approx. 930g
Art.No. 324 000
Extra charge for Smart Shaft.

approx. 930g
Art.No. 325 000
Extra charge for Smart Shaft.

approx. 1160g
Art.No. 364 000
Extra charge for Smart Shaft.

approx. 1150g
Art.No. 365 000
Extra charge for Smart Shaft.

Aluminium shaft, approx. 1290g
Art.No. 314 000
Glass shaft, approx. 1190g
Art.No. 314 000 G

Aluminium shaft, approx. 1100g
Art.No. 315 000
Glass shaft, approx. 1050g
Art.No. 315 000 G

CaRbON aRdECHE CaRbON paCIFIC

bLITZ aRdECHE bLITZ paCIFIC

RIm aRdECHE RIm paCIFIC

aLZ paddLE LEasHONTaRIO dRIp RINGsINdIaN RIm paddLEFLOaT

aRdECHE sERIEs paCIFIC sERIEs

INFO
Our canoeing 
paddles are available 
in lengths 140cm 
to 160cm. In steps 
of 5cm. 165cm also 
available uncut.

Aufpreis Smart-Shaft, € 24,-

smaRT sHaFT
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LIFE VEsTsHELmETs, saFETY

With a 20 meter line, belt loops at the sides 
and perimeter strap with a lock for fast 
attaching to the equipment when climbing 
or to secure it in the kayak.

Art.No. 80 325

aLLROUNd THROwbaG

For building a hoist. With stainless steel spring clip, 
rubber pads and cord.

Fits around the paddle shaft.
Art.No. 80 180

Art.No. 90 185

ROpE ROLL pULLEY NOsE CLIp

Art.No. 80 410

Art.No. 80 405
paddLE CaRabINER kaYak CaRabINER

Useful piece of rescue equipment for tourers 
and sea kayakers. The cord can be adjusted
lengthwise. There is a floater and a carabiner 
at the end of the cord, as well as a rubber 
cord to soften the impact. Waist belt and 
pocket fastener, with quick release system 
for quickly removing from body in case of 
danger.

The ARA-XL by Antonini. The blade is made 
of best 440-A-steel and has a rounded tip to 
prevent injuries. Devices for cutting ropes and 
belts, a large loop for the safety carabiner as well 
as a catch for the blade to prevent unwanted 
opening.

Inconspicuous simple life vest for fishing or 
paddling. Made of sturdy Nylon material 
with foam cushions which can be taken out. 
3 large pockets. Zip at the front. 4 straps at 
the sides to adjust size. Shoulder strap for 
length adjustment. 

Art.No. 80 179

Art.No. 80 511 Sizes: M - XXL
Art.No. 80 030

THROwbaG TEam kaYakING kNIFE
Kernmantle rope 1200kg. Rope length 20 
metres. Extra large opening with Tenax 
– safety fastener. Reflective stripe. Kayak 
carabiner in Neoprene pocket. Loops for 
attachment to waist belt.

Single hand knife with rust-proof 7cm 
blade. Rounded tip to prevent injuries. 
Grip aluminum with rubber effect, with 
loop for safety line and rust-proof clip for 
attachment.

THROWBAG
Art.No. 80 322
Waist belt with fast release
Art.No. 80 310

Art.No. 80 510

TOwLINE REsCUE kNIFE aRa xL aNGLER LIFE VEsT

Light ABS-plastic shell with high level of rigidity. 
Shock-absorbent Polypropylene hardfoam interior 
with soft contact pads, distributing the shock 
energy from outside and thereby reducing it. The 
helmets are continuously adjustable by the Spin-
Disk-System from 51 -63 cm head girth.
Available in the colors yellow, red and black.

FULLCUT
Art.No. 50 110
SHORTCUT
Art.No. 50 160

sURF
The MACH I is characterized by its great freedom 
of movement as well as a perfect fit. Due to various 
adjustment possibilities, the vest can be excellently 
adjusted to the body. An enclosing strap-system 
circles the upper body and provides very high tear 
strength in case of emergency rescue. Broad shoulder 
straps, rescue belt with panic release. Net pocket 
inside, big zipper bag at the front. Carabiner port 
with Neoprene pocket for rescue rope.
Upper material Cordura, AIREX buoyency foam.

The Offshore is offering more buoyancy than is 
offered by most buoyancy aids in this segment. This 
drastically increases safety at sea. The wide neck/ 
collar area goes excellently with the new collar 
system of the WAvE sea kayak jacket. Novelty in vest 
design: Due to the different adjustment possibilities 
the best possible fit can be achieved, the foam is 
added onto the vest from outside, the ability to move 
about and the comfortable fit is therefore increased. 
Uncomfortable pressure in the chest area is a thing of 
the past with this vest.

Sizes: S - XXL
Art.No. 80 050

Sizes: S - XXL
Art.No. 80 060

maCH I
More stable than any other kayaking helmet in the 
market! The shell constructed of thermoplastic, 
reinforced Carbon-Aramide material reliably 
protects the head against the hardest of 
blows. Sophisticated design. Shock-absorbent 
Polypropylene hardfoam interior with soft 
contact pads, distributing the shock energy from 
outside and thereby reducing it. The helmets are 
continuously adjustable by the Spin-Disk-System 
from 51 -63 cm head girth.

Art.No. 50 130

PRIJON helmets are tested in accordance 
with CE EN 1385

pROTECTOR OFFsHORE

INFO
Reflective stripes 
further increase 
safety!

TEPEX.®
Advanced Thermoplastic Composite Systems

Fullcut
Shortcut

A great all-around piece of 
rescue equipment for whitewater. 
Paddling carabiner included.
Art.No. 80 190

REsCUE sYsTEm COwTaIL LONGLIFE
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CLOTHINGCLOTHING

WAVE material characteristics:
Breathability rating: 13.000g/m2/24h
Water column: 20.000 mm

Upper material: 100 % Nylon
Membrane: 100 % Polyurethane
Lining: 100 % Nylon

For excellent ventilation in nice conditions, 
just open both fasteners of the new collar. 
In rough weathers, just close the outer 
Neoprene collar and you are very well 
protected! This jacket comes with a double 
Neoprene cuff at the wrists. This highly 
breathable and waterproof three-layered 
material guarantees a comfortable fit. You 
feel warm and dry.

Sizes: S - XXL
Art.No. 44 420

waVE paddLING JaCkET

The microporous PU membrane on the 
outside results in a rolling- off effect of the 
water and is dirt-resistant. Distinctive hip 
fastener with flexible adjustment possibilites 
on the outer tunnel. Padded areas at the 
shoulders and elbows offer protection and 
facilitate carrying the kayak on the shoulder. 
Latex cuffs at the arms and neck will keep 
you absolutely dry. 

Like DRY EXTREME, but with double 
Neoprene cuffs at the neck and arms. For 
increased comfort on longer tours and for 
paddlers with a latex allergy.

Sizes: S - XXL
Art.No. 44 400

Sizes: S - XXL
Art.No. 44 440

dRY ExTREmE JaCkET

sEmI ExTREmE JaCkET

The high cut with shoulder straps keeps 
you dry even in creeks that go up to your 
hip. The waterproof zip at the front saves a 
lot of time when nature calls! Additionally 
reinforced material and padding at the knees 
increases durability and the comfortable fit. 
The seat has been especially reinforced with 
Cordura inserts. The legs end in latex with 
protective and warming neoprene cuffs. 

Sizes: S - XXL
Art.No. 44 410

dRY ExTREmE paNTs

64% Recycled Polyester
25% Viskose (Nano Bamboo Charcoal)
11% Elasthane

Made of odor-neutralizing breathable 
material which quickly diverts moisture 
from the skin. When the body temperature 
increases and thus the production of sweat, 
the Bamboo material absorbs moisture. via 
the membrane of a breathable paddling 
jacket sweat is immediately transported 
outwards. The incorporated Uv-ray 
protection of 50+ protects the skin from 
sun. Natural infrared rays in the bamboo 
promote the body’s own insulation. 

Male sizes S –XXL
Art.No. 49 160
Female sizes S- XXL
Art.No. 49 170

bambOO sHIRT

Art.No. 90 350

Functional glasses
Glasses made of unbreakable, polarizing 
polycarbonate glass which means excellent 
protection from strong reflection, for 
example from the surface of the water.
Glass finish with nano effect
The surface finish makes water peel off 
instantly and thus provides invisible moisture 
protection.
Safety due to padded interior foam clip 
The interior clip cushions blows and thus 
protects from facial injuries. Glasses can also 
be worn comfortably without padding. 
Removable head band.

mULTIspORT bRILLE

Simply cut paddling pant with Neoprene hem 
in the hip area; warming Neoprene cuffs at the 
legs and an adjustable fabric hem. At the seat 
and knees, the material has been reinforced 
by Cordura applications. The combination 
of jacket and pants provides warm and 
dry paddling fun, even in stormy and rainy 
weather.

Sizes: S - XXL
Art.No. 44 430

waVE paddLING paNT
The hood can be used independently of the 
jacket, it always fits your head, as there are 
different possibilities to adjust the hood to 
the shape of head. Closed at the neck: The 
hood offers protection from rain and seals 
off towards the jacket. The facial protection 
is folded back and attached with a velcro 
fastener. Closed facial protection: The face is 
best protected from the elements. 

Art.No. 46 980

waVE HOOdIE

Combined paddling jacket and spray 
deck. Suitable for almost all hatch sized by 
adjustment of the rubber strap.

Sizes: S/M + L/XL
Art.No. 44 300

Material:
Nylon-Ripstop, two-layered breathable.
Upper material: 100 % Nylon
Membrane: 100 % Polyurethane

RaIN COmbI

Upper material: 100 % Nylon
Membrane: 100 % Polyurethane
Lining: 100 % Nylon

INFO
maTERIaL dRY ExTREmE
Extremely breathable 
due to its four layers 
20000 mm water column 
Breathability rating 9000 g/m²/24h 



SIZES 1 2 3

height 132 - 142 142 - 152 152 - 162

chest 66 -71 71 - 76 76 - 81

waist 53 - 58 58 - 63 63 - 68

hip 71 - 76 76 - 81 81 - 86
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kIds CLOTHINGNEOpRENE

The WARM-UP Neoprene series convinces due to high-
quality material, perfect fit and pleasant design.

waRm Up NEOpRENE

Superlight – Neoprene is suitable for competitive sport, summer paddling and for wearing under 
non-breathable paddling jackets. Upper lamination 100% „Superstretch“Nylon. The thermo-
reflective lamination is pleasant on the skin, offers perfect ability to move and protects the body 
from cooling down.

sUpERLIGHT NEOpRENE

Neoprene suit, laminated on both sides, 
very elastic 4mm thick material. Stretchy 
sections were included to provide good 
and very comfortable fit. Abrasion-resistant 
lamination at the knees and seat prevents 
premature abrasion. Ladies model with 
additional crotch zip.

FEMALE SIZES: 36 – 44
Art.No. 41 600
MALES SIZES: 46 – 58; 26 – 28, 98, 102, 106
Art.No. 41 600

LONG JOHN waRm Up
Neoprene shorts, laminated on both sides, 
cut to a snug fit, with stretchy sections for 
perfect fit. The anti-slip coating at the hem 
keeps the shorts in place.

FEMALE SIZES: 38 - 44
MALES SIZES: 46 - 58
Art.No. 41 700

sHORTY waRm Up
Neoprene pant with attractive design. 
Stretchy section for perfect fit. Laminated on 
both sides, grip print on seat and knees.

Sizes: XS - XXL
Art.No. 41 800

paNT mULTI FLEx

Front zipper, chest and tummy belt for 
perfect fit, crotch strap to prevent slipping 
out, unconsciousness-safe collar, signal 
whistle, large reflectors.

Size 1: 15 – 20 kg
Size 2: 20 – 30 kg
Size 3: 25 – 40 kg

Art.No. 80 040

kId bUOYaNCY aId

Neoprene suit laminated on both sides. The 
variable velcro fastener at the shoulders and 
the flexible material make the suit grow with 
your child.

Art.No. 43 200

JUNIOR LONG JOHN

Long-sleeved shirt made of thin Neoprene. 
very stretchy and pleasant to wear.

Sizes 1, 2 and 3
Art.No. 41 360

JUNIOR NEOpRENEsHIRT

Short Neoprene pants cut to fit when sitting. 
3-mm-Neoprene, laminated on both sides.

Sizes 1, 2 and 3
Art.No. 43 210

JUNIOR NEOpRENEsHORT

Breathable jacket with comfortable fit. 
Adjustable collar and cuffs. velcro fastener.
Two-layered material.

Two-layered material:
Upper material: 100 % Nylon
Membrane: 100 % Polyurethane 

Sizes 1, 2 and 3
Art.No. 46 760

JUNIOR JaCkET

Short-sleaved top.
Sizes: S - XXL
Art.No. 41 350

T-sHIRT sUpERLIGHT

Short Neoprene pant cut to fit when sitting.
Sizes: S - XXL
Art.No. 41 450

sHORTY sUpERLIGHT

very thin cap.
Keeps warm and does not get in the way.

Art.No. 40 700

Cap sUpERLIGHT

Like Neoprene t-shirt, but with long sleeves.

Sizes: S - XXL
Art.No. 41 550

pULLOVER sUpERLIGHT



Sturdy plate, soft chimney with pocket, 
implosion bar, removable shoulder straps, 
welded seams.

Sizes and Art.No. see table

NYLON bLaCk-YELLOw
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spRaYdECks TOURINGspRaYdECks wHITEwaTER

Light  Nylon deck with shoulder strap and 
elastic band at the hem. Ideal for kayaking 
clubs and schools. Fits the current whitewater 
hatch 86 x 49 cm by PRIJON.

Soft, light Nylon material, pocket at the front 
of the chimney, welded seams, removable 
shoulder straps.

Nylon spraydeck with mesh pocket at the 
front, grip sling and shoulder straps. Cockpit 
size and hem adjustable with elastic band. 

NYLON spRaYdECk NYLON REd NYLON UNIVERsaL
Same spraydeck as SUPRATEX PRO, but 
with double chimney cuff for tighter fit 
with a paddling jacket with double chimney. 
Suitable for all standard whitewater 
hatches.

The handy dry pack bag is integrated into 
the spraydeck firmly attached to it. Small 
items are within easy reach of the paddler.

sUpRaTEx pRO II NYLON wITH paCk baG
Neoprene spraydeck, coated on both 
sides, for whitewater kayaks. Outside coat 
abrasion-resistant SUPRATEX with protective 
print at the front. With grip sling at the front 
and knee belt across. Available waist sizes 
from 64 cm up to 92 cm, in steps of 7cms.
Suitable for all standard whitewater 
hatches.

prevent a kayak from filling 
with water after emergency 
exits and provide extra stiffness 
for the boat.

Floater PVC blue
Simple, functional floater for 
occasional to medium use.

Floater Nylon red
Sturdy and resistant, suitable 
for whitewater kayaks.

We are offering single floaters 
as in table on right.

Art.No. 72 200

Art.No. 72 300

Available in sizes 2, 3, 4 and 7
Art.No. 74 320

Sizes and Art. No. see table
from € 63,-

sUpRaTEx pRO

FLOaTERs

Sizes and Art. No. see table

COCkpIT COVER NYLON

Bernhard Mauracher’s favourite deck! 
Extreme deck for rough rides. Abrasion-
resistant lamination of the cockpit rim area, 
with especially tight elastic band. The latex 
lamination on the inside provides extremely 
good grip on the cockpit rim. Grip sling at 
the front and panic belt across are standard 
features.

Touring and sea kayak spraydeck made 
of Neoprene. Adjustable hem made of 
Polyurethane with soft fleece lining on the 
inside. The Latex lamination provides perfect 
hold on the rim of the cockpit, even in rough 
sea and when doing an Eskimo roll.

Allround whitewater spraydeck with knee 
belt and grip sling. Latex lamination for good 
grip on the cockpit rim. Outside lamination 
at the front to protect the Neoprene.

Neoprene spraydeck with Nylon chimney. 
Plate made of soft Neoprene with Supratex 
– coat and grip print on the inside. Width of 
Nylon chimney can be adjusted.

Waist sizes: 72 cm, 79 cm, 86 cm, 93 cm
Art.No. 72 400

Art.No. 73 500

Waist sizes: 72 cm, 79 cm, 86 cm, 93 cm
Art.No. 72 500, € 89,-

Hatch size up to 85 cm: Art.No. 73 300
Hatch size up to 93 cm: Art.No. 73 400

Hatch size up to 85cm: Art.No. 72 600
Hatch size up to 93 cm: Art.No. 72 700

Tight grip, won’t flap.

COCkpIT COVER NEOpRENE

Cockpit up to 85 cm: Art.No. 78 210
Cockpit up to 93 cm: Art.No. 78 200

pOp sTOp NO NamE TOURING NO NamEROCk NO NamE TOURING sUpRa

SIZES

TYPE FRONT BACK

Pure 2 5

Hercules 2 5

Wizard 1 4

Cross 2 5

Soca 2 4

Chopper 2 5

Creeker 225 2 5

Athlete 1 7

C 359 3

Tornado / Taifun 3 6

Capri I und II 8

Canoes Buoyancy tubes 3.2m
(pair, blue)

NAME NYLON red NYLON 
s/g

NYLON s/g 
with bag

Cover
NYLON yellow

PRICE € 63,- € 68,- € 86,- € 27,50

Size 1 74140 74050 78081

Size 1 Viper
(nar. chimney)

74105 78081

Size 2 74130 74040 74041 78090

Size 3 74170 74030 74031 78035

Size 4 74150 74060 74061 78091

Size 6 Relax 74180 € 109,- 78180 € 76,-

Size 7 Cruiser 74190 € 69,- 74195 € 88,- 78020 € 29,90

Size 8 Flipper 74100 € 49,- 78097

Classification

Size 1 Cruiser III middle, Catalina, Capri II front, Seayak up to 2004, Barracuda

Size 2 Excursion, Kodiak, Capri I, Capri II back, Calabria, Touryak

Size 3 PriLite 470, PriLite 505, PriLite Marlin, Seayak, Motion, Marlin HTP, 
Marlin CO, C 359, Millenium, Proteus, Piave, Laguna, Alborea, 
Yukon K II from 2010

Size 4 Poseidon, Yukon Expedition, Yukon K II up to 2009

PRICES

SIZES PVC BLUE NYLON RED

1 16,50 21,00

2 17,50 24,00

3 18,50 31,00

4 22,00 31,00

5 23,00 38,00

6 23,50 46,00

7 (pair) 37,00 49,00

8 22,00

Buoyancy tubes 42,00

For sizes 4 and 5 the PRIJON AirPack 
can also be used. See page 40.
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paCkINGpaCkING

A combination of watertight clothes bag 
and hatch lid. Roll-top closure with triple 
safety buckles. Universal size for cockpits 
from 86cm. Straps, which are fastened 
around the boat, for strong hold. Handles 
facilitate handling of the boat with attached 
bag. Shoulder strap detachable.Material 
Nylon, taped seams.

Watertight deck bag, accessible from the 
boat. Bilge pump holder, mesh bag with 
zipper, signal whistle and straps for attaching 
to the boat.

Deck bag, made of sturdy Nylon material with 
welded seams, can be mounted in front of or 
behind the cockpit rim. Roll-top closure with 
safety belt, handle and loops for attachment.

very light pack bags which can also be used 
as spare bags in addition to your normal bag. 
They only weigh a few grams. Rolled up they 
fit in your jacket pocket.
PU-laminated RipStop Nylon.

Floatable. Waterproof Nylon bag with valve 
for easy inflation, to ensure your mobile 
phone stays safe while paddling. Complete 
with safety loop and belt clip.

Screw-top closures and rubber seal ensure 
these storage barrels are watertight, sturdy 
and food safe. The smallest barrel will fit 
behind your back belt.

Watertight, see-through, with four plastic 
carabiners.

Watertight with roll-top closure. High-
quality abrasion-resistant Nylon material. 
Your equipment is stored neatly and easy 
to find. 

Watertight box with safety line. Handy little 
plastic box for credit cards, keys or other 
small items. Colours red, yellow and white. 
Measurements inside (cm): Height 10.5, 
width 7, depth 2.8

With the AirPack the paddler can always 
carry dry clothes without having to do 
without the safety of a floater. Water-tight 
pack bag combined with separate floater.
Material: sturdy Nylon
Size as floater 5.
See table page 42.

Flat pack bags with roll-click closure Wise 
addition to your boating gear. The flat cut 
enables storing the bag in narrow spaces. 
Due to this shape, the bag is also suited as 
a simple deck bag under the deck net of 
touring kayaks.

Art.No. 78 010

Art.No. 44 025 Art.No. 44 020

5 Litres 
Art.No. 44 042, 
10 Litres
Art.No. 44 044
15 Litres
Art.No. 44 045
20 Litres
Art.No. 44 046

Art.No. 44 030

3,6 Litres
Art.No. 90 305
6,4 Litres
Art.No. 90 310
15,4 Litres
Art.No. 90 320
26,0 Litres
Art.No. 90 330

DIN A4 Art.No. 44 021
DIN A3 Art.No. 44 026

20 Litres Art.No. 44 016
40 Litres Art.No. 44 017
60 Litres Art.No. 44 018
80 Litres Art.No. 44 019
100 Litres Art.No. 44 024

Art.No. 90 340

Art.No. 60 409
3 Litres
Art.No. 44 031
5 Litres
Art.No. 44 032
8 Litres 
Art.No. 44 033
10 Litres 
Art.No. 44 034
15 Litres 
Art.No. 44 035
20 Litres
Art.No. 44 036

HaTCH baG dECk baG „sEaYak“ waTERTIGHT dECk baG

paCk baG ULTRaLIGHT

mObILE pHONE baG

baRRELs map sLEEVE

dRY baGs

Constructed of high quality, abrasion-
resistant Nylon. Comes with handy roll-top 
closure. Complete with shoulder straps.

50 Litres Art.No. 44 015
80 Litres Art.No. 44 037

baCk paCk

Waterproof pack bags, made of high- quality 
material with the handy roll-top-closure by 
PRIJON. Sturdy and simple to use.

3 Litres: 
black Art.No. 44 009
transparent Art.No. 44 101
8 Litres:
black Art.No. 44 008
transparent Art.No. 44 102
12 Litres:
black Art.No. 44 010
transparent Art.No. 44 103
20 Litres:
black Art.No. 44 011
transparent Art.No. 44 104
40 Litres: 
black Art.No. 44 012
transparent Art.No. 44 105
60 Litres: 
black Art.No. 44 013
transparent Art.No. 44 106

mULTIbaG

spORT saFE

aIR paCk paCk baGs

Ultrasmall pack size
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bOaT CaRTsTRaNspORT

Adapter for attaching our roof rack 
equipment on oval or square profile tubes 
without groove. Maximum width 90mm 
and maximum height 45mm. Set of 2.

Art.No. 90 228

adapTER LaRGE

Free-standing cart with bulky tires, good 
ground clearance, cargo straps included.
Material: Stainless steel, weight 2.6 kg,
Capacity: approx. 110 kg.

Art.No. 90 193-
Stainless steel frame. The boat cart has 
no centre axle and therefore easily fits 
in your storage hatch. 

bOaT CaRT wITH sUppORT

very small aluminum boat cart for sea 
kayaks. Width of bars and wheels can be 
adjusted, can be dismantled completely, fits 
the smallest storage. Material aluminum, 
weight 2.3 kg, capacity approx. 120 kg.

Due to its round cushions suitable for all 
boat hulls from sea kayak to canoes. Can 
be fully dismantled, with broad wheels. Fits 
into narrow storage space. Cargo straps 
included. Material: Aluminum, weight 3 kg, 
capacity approx. 120 kg.

very light innovative wheels reduce the weight 
of the CROSSOvER to just below 2 kg. The 
contact area of the wheels is very wide, which 
prevents sinking into soft ground. The wheels 
are foamed, there is no more pumping, flat tires 
are a thing of the past. Material: Aluminum, 
weight 2 kg, capacity approx. 120 kg.

The wheels no longer have to be taken off 
for dismantling Wheels, axles and supportive 
elements form a flat unit which only has to 
be connected to the cross axle. This results in 
very flat packing dimensions. Assembling and 
dismantling is done via two clamp screws. The 
wheels are foamed, so there is no tiresome 
pumping or loss of air. Weight 1800 grams, 
material aluminum. Capacity approx. 75kg.

Art.No. 90 188
Art.No. 90 186

Art.No. 90 190

Art.No. 90 189

smaRT TRaVEL CROssOVER

CROssOVER LIGHTsUpERsLIm

Prevents the kayak from slipping.
2 pieces.
Art.No. 90 236

FOam paddING

Made of Polypropylene with self-
clamping metal buckle.

3,5 m
Art.No. 90 240
5,0 m
Art.No. 90 250

TIE-dOwN sTRaps

Made of galvanized steel with plastic sleeve. 
Set of 2.
Art.No. 90 210

J-baRs

For transport of canoes or two-
seater kayaks. Set of 4.
Art.No. 90 221

V-baRs

Adapter for attaching our roof rack 
equipment on oval profile tubes with 
groove. Set of 2.

Art.No. 90 226

adapTER smaLL

You can now safely stow 2 paddles with 
each boat. The paddle holders are firmly 
connected with the J-bars. Paddles do not 
require extra strap. Set of 2.

Art.No. 90 215

J-baR
wITH paddLE HOLdER

Made in USA. very sturdy anti-theft device 
for kayaks, bikes and other sporting 
equipment. The steel cable can be tightened 
after locking. Three different lengths of steel 
cable are available for the system: 

Lock Art.No. 90 178
Steel cable 2.4 metres: Art.No. 90 177
Steel cable 4.5 metres: Art.No. 90 179
Steel cable 9.1 metres: Art.No. 90 176

pYTHON masTERLOCk

Loading your boat made easy 
with PRIJON’s load assist! 
Fits every roof rack – easy 
handling even for smaller 
persons.

Who does not have this problem? The boat 
is heavy and the cars are getting higher and 
higher. Many paddlers are being put off the 
sport due to the sometimes very energy-
consuming handling.  The PRIJON load assist 
makes it possible for one person to load a 
kayak without any extra help. The load strap 
prevents the kayak from slipping backwards. 
The bow is placed on the extension, the 
stern lifted on the rack. Push the extension 
in, strap down the boat, done!

The most important advantages: You never 
have to carry the whole weight of the boat. 
There is no more difficult balancing to do. 
Even smaller persons can now easily load 
the boat onto the car roof. 

Art.No. 90 225

Ideal solution, if you want to transport 
several boats on your car roof. Belts can be 
strapped down on both sides. Set of 2.

Art.No. 90 219

VERTICaL sUppORT-baR
wITH dOUbLE EYELET

LOad assIsT

Adapter -klein-

Adapter -groß-

NEw
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aCCEssORIEsaCCEssORIEs

High-cut Paddle boot, super-elastic 
Neoprene, vulcanised sole.

Keep your hands warm in extreme 
temperatures. One size for all, made 
of 4 mm - Neoprene.

Inside shaft made of stainless steel. 
Inserted through the spraydeck tunnel 
into the boat interior.

Sizes 37/38 – 45/46
Art.No. 42 300

Art.No. 40 840

Art.No. 90 123

NEO sHOE HIGH

paddLING paws

HaNd bILdGE pUmp

Made of Neoprene. Non-slip texture on 
the inside and fingers. Pre-bent fingers, 
velcro strap at the wrist.

Sizes S – XXL
Art.No. 40 830

GLOVEs

For repairs of minor damages on HTP 
hulls. Available in different colours.

Art.No. 90 080

REpaIR sTICks HTp

For surface care and removal of minor 
scratches on PriLite kayaks.

50g, Art.No. 90 092

xERapOL pOLIsHING pasTE
For repairs on spraydecks and 
Neoprene suits.
125g, Art.No. 00 040

NEOpRENE GLUE

Also for stern mountings.

70ml, Art.No. 90 096

GLUE FOR pROTECTION Caps
For gluing of foam separations and 
other sealing jobs on HTP kayaks.

110ml, Art.No. 00 017

maRINE GOOp

Different pieces of foam to 
adjust the sitting position.

Art.No. 90 015

sEaT FIT kIT

Repair material for GFK kayaks. For repairs of minor damages on Carbon-
Aramide kayaks and boats made of PriLite.400g, Art.No. 00 012

250g, Art.No. 00 011

REpaIR kIT pOLYEsTER REpaIR kIT EpOxY

To upgrade your Prijon touring seat. Padded Kayak and camp fire seat, made of 
Nylon with adjustable back rest.
Upper material 100 % Nylon

Padded canoe seat for additional 
installation, incl. straps for attachment.
Upper material 100 % NylonSeat cushion: Art.No. 900 013 15

Back rest cushion: Art.No. 900 013 05
Art.No. 90 163 Art.No. 90 162

sEaT aNd baCkREsT CUsHION Camp FIRE mULTI-pURpOsE sEaT CaNOE sEaT kOmFORT

The included lumbar support can be adjusted 
via the backrest. Seat made of sturdy Nylon 
material with included foam padding, back 
rest cushioned with preformed foam wedge. 
Suitable for many different types of seat.

For PRIJON touring kayaks. The backrest 
is approx. 10 cm higher than standard 
backrests and very easy to install.

Keeps you warm inside your kayak 
and at the camp fire.

Art.No. 90 161

Art.No. 90 134

Art.No. 90 160

paddEd sEaT aNd baCkREsT COmFORT baCkREsT sEaT COVER sIREx

For better pressure distribution on the seat 
area on longer tours. 
Made of orthopaedic foam.

For the stern of Cruiser 430 in case of 
frequent ground contact, for example in 
kayak hire.

Art.No. 90 159 Art.No. 90 031

sEaT CUsHION abRasION pROTECTOR

Neoprene lined on both sides. Keep your 
feet warm in the water!

Sizes 36/37 – 46/47
Art.No. 40 600

NEOpRENE sOCks

Light paws, made of 0.5 mm thin 
Neoprene with thermo-reflecting 
inside lining.

Art.No. 40 850

paddLING paws sUpERLIGHT

Low-cut paddle bootie. Super-elastic 
Neoprene, vulcanised sole.

Sizes 37/38 – 45/46
Art.No. 42 400

NEO sHOE FLaT
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We are offering three different materials for sea 
kayaks and touring kayaks. You will find the 
best kayak material for your purpose. HTP is the 
sturdiest material used in the production of kayaks 
world-wide. Whatever you are planning, the boat 
is up to it. Laminate kayaks, made of Carbon-
Aramide are very light and elegant. If low weight 

is important to you, they are the right choice. 
Laminate boats are, however, more susceptible to 
ground impact and should therefore be primarily 
used in free-flowing waters. PriLite kayaks are 
in between HTP and Laminate with regard to 
weight and sturdiness. They are lighter than HTP, 
but sturdier than Laminate kayaks.

Laminated kayaks are made by hand in the 
traditional way. They are more sensitive to contact 
with the ground compared to boats made of HTP or 

PriLite, and should therefore be predominantly used 
in free-flowing waters. PRIJON is offering the two 
material varieties of GFK and Carbon/Aramide. 

For PriLite boats, the ABS-combination plates, 
sealed with Uv-resistant perspex, are pulled into 
the hot moulds, which have a temperature of 
approximately 80 degrees, in a computerized 
process, using heat and vacuum. The upper and 
lower parts of the boat are inseparably joined 
together by a double-sided U-profile. This profile 
additionally strengthens the sides of the kayak 
against impact. The mounting of deck mountings 
and interior fittings are thoroughly done by hand, 
as on all Prijon boats. 

Advantages: PriLite boats are approx. 20% lighter 
than comparable kayaks made of HTP.  At the 
same time there is a clear advantage regarding 
stability compared to GFK or Carbon/Aramide.

Repairs/Care: Superficial scratches can be polished 
off with a special paste, available in specialized 
shops. Larger repairs are made with Epoxi. The 
inside of the boat should not be permanently 
exposed to sun (store upside down!). 

material mechanical resi-
lience

thermal resilience not sensitive to 
ground impact

weight
handling

HTP

GFK

Carbon-Aramid

PriLite
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wHICH maTERIaL Is THE bEsT?

LamINaTEd kaYaks

pRILITE

HIGH-PERFORMANCE THERMOPLAST
For the production of its world-famous HTP-
kayaks, PRIJON is using a special PE, called HTP. 
This material can only be used in blow-moulding 
and not in roto-moulding, as used by other 
producers of kayaks. The molecule chains of HTP 
are approximately 10 times longer than those of 
rotated PE. This makes the boat hulls stiffer, lighter 
and less susceptible to abrasion. HTP-kayaks have 
clear advantages regarding form stability, abrasion 

and boat weight, compared to kayaks made of 
rotated PE. HTP is very environmentally friendly. 
When it is recycled, there are no poisonous gases 
or residues; it is ground water neutral and free 
of heavy metals.  Care: HTP-boat shells are very 
sturdy and already possess a permanent protection 
against Uv-rays. Therefore they need no treatment 
with varnishes, wax or other care materials.  

HTp

+  Extremely high level of mechanical resilience
+  Not sensitive to ground contact
+  Stiff and form stable when paddling in arctic or tropical regions

-  Comparably high weight 

GFK
The fibre mats of our GFK-kayaks mainly consist 
of glass fibres, which are very stiff, but still 
reasonably priced. Kayaks made of GFK are 
comparable to the PriLite boats with regard to 
their weight. 

+  20% reduction of weight compared to a  
 comparable HTP-kayak
+ Elegant shape
+  Simple handling outside the water
-  More susceptible to mechanical wear and  
 tear than HTP and PriLite 

Carbon-Aramide
These boats mainly consist of carbon and 
Aramide fibres, combining the excellent qualities 
of carbon, which is very hard and gives the boat 
its stiffness with the qualities of Aramide, which 
is very shock-proof and provides the necessary 
impact resistance of the kayak. The biggest 
advantage of this construction method is clearly 
the incredibly low weight (up to 10kg lighter than 
HTP-boats).

+  The lightest boat, 25% less weight
 than a HTP-kayak
+  Elegant shape

-  More susceptible to mechanical
 wear and tear than HTP and PriLite

+  Lighter than HTP
+  More sturdy than GFK/Carbon Aramide

-  More susceptible to mechanical wear and tear than HTP  
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WHITEWATER KAYAKS RIDING QUALITITES*

boat type material length width weight volume paddler weight boat type beginner creeking riverrunning play potential Flex 6 seating continuous seat 
adjustment

bulkhead de-
flector plate

shock absorber 
deflector plate

PURE HTP 259 cm 67 cm 18,5 kg 298 L 65 - 85 kg PURE 4 5 4 Page 5

HERCULES HTP 265 cm 65 cm 19,5 kg 315 L 80 - 110 kg HERCULES 4 5 4 Page 6

SOCA HTP 254 cm 63 cm 17,5 kg 260 L 65 - 85 kg SOCA 4 2 5 3 Page 7

CROSS HTP 247 cm 63 cm 18,5 kg 255 L 60 - 80 kg CROSS 4 4 4 Page 7

CHOPPER HTP 295 cm 63 cm 20 kg 270 L 70 - 100 kg CHOPPER 5 3 3 Page 7

*assessment from 1 (bad) to 5 (perfect)

HTp – ONLY THE bEsT FOR YOU EQUIpmENT wHITEwaTER kaYaks
For the production of its world-famous HTP-kayaks, PRIJON is 
using a special PE, called HTP. This material can only be used 
in blow-moulding and not in roto-moulding, as used by other 
producers of kayaks. 

The molecule chains of HTP are approximately 
10 times longer than those of rotated PE. This 
makes the boat hulls stiffer, lighter and less 
susceptible to abrasion. HTP-kayaks have 
clear advantages regarding form stability, 
abrasion and boat weight, compared to 
kayaks made of rotated PE. HTP is very 
environmentally friendly. When it is recycled, 
there are no poisonous gases or residues; it 

is ground water neutral and free of heavy 
metals. Therefore we can give you a life-long 
guarantee to take back all HTP boat hulls at 
no cost for you.

Care: HTP-boat shells are very sturdy and 
already possess a permanent protection against 
Uv-rays. Therefore they need no treatment with 
varnishes, wax or other care materials. 

FLEX 6 Adjustable Seating System
The 6 different options of adjusting the seat 
offers extremely secure hold in the boat and 
make it possible to adjust the seating position in 

the best possible way. The seat is soft and warm 
due to fully foam-cushioned seat, backrest and 
thigh rests.

THIGH REsTs
The thigh rests are adjustable in two 
positions by 7cms each. The new cushioned 
contact areas offer good hold and a high 
level of comfort.

HIp CUsHIONs
Hip cushions of foam seat adjustable by 
distance wedges. Seat becomes wider or 
more narrow.

baCk sTRap
A ratchet strapping system with rough 
adjustment and fast release gives the back 
strap tight hold and will not yield to the 
body pressure.

sEaT
The seat can be continuously adjusted 
lengthwise. Loosen the screws at the sides, 
move the seat and then tighten the screws 
again.

bULkHEad dEFLECTOR pLaTE
The foam-cushioned bulkhead deflector 
plate can be adjusted according to leg length 
and guarantees best safety. The foam shield 
at the front protects the buoyancy material. 
Technical design varies according to boat 
model. The safety belt at the shock absorber 
cushions hard blows. 

FOam wEdGE
The foam wedge in the seat middle fastens 
the seating position in the seat shell. It can 
be adjusted lengthwise.
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Lukas Wielatt of TEAM PRIJON is taking aim 
on the Rein da Medel/Medelser Rhein.
Photo: Michael Gähwiler

NEw NEw

NEW
3D GRIP thigh rests with 
almost countless adjustment 
possibilities.

Only available for the PURE.
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